
 

 

Not a Resolution, a Commitment 
Kellie Boase ~ Rise Up Yoga Studio, Ishpeming, MI 

 
As we start a new year - one that I am sure we all desire will bring hope, health, prosperity, and peace - and as we 

come off a turbulent 2020, I encourage you to ponder the word commitment. As it holds multiple meanings, 

maybe we start there? It can be considered a state of being dedicated to a cause or activity; a pledge. It can also be 

considered as an obligation that restricts freedom of action. Where does your mind go when you think of 

commitment? Is it a dedication or an obligation? How do you view commitment? Now, consider commitment as it 

pertains to Self, your commitment to Self. Dedication or obligation? This awareness can serve as your starting 

point for the New Year.  

 

Imagine a balance, like the ones you used in science class as a student, for a moment. On one side you place the 

actions you have done for others throughout a day, a week, a month;  on the other side you place what you have 

done for yourself. How does that look? Where do your commitments fall? Don’t judge it. Don’t label it right or 

wrong, just see it. Don’t attach yourself to a particular feeling, but feel it and then let it go.  

 

For many, including myself, the side of doing for others is heavy. Your first thought may be that you don’t want to 

relinquish doing for others; however, when you gaze towards the side holding actions for yourself, you may 

observe that it is sparse. Unbalanced commitment. So how do we find balance? 

 

First, acknowledge that there is no right or wrong way to reflect. Next, identify if what you are doing for others 

feels like a dedication or an obligation and determine what commitments are serving you and making you feel 

good. Are there some commitments you can relinquish? If not, 

shift your gaze to the other side of the scale and pause. 
Sometimes it is not about removing or letting go of 

commitments, but acknowledging that there is another way to 

create balance. For example,  we can add to our self-care 

practice. Imagine how the scale adjusts as you take five minutes 

for yourself each day to close your eyes and look inward. You 

can call this practice  a meditation,a pause or even a 

brain-break; whichever label you attach to, it is yours and is not 

right or wrong. Now, add in a few nature walks by yourself with 

nothing to listen to but your surroundings, your footsteps. 

Maybe add a few yoga classes, or exercise routines of your 

choice, during the week and feel the balance begin to even out. 

 

Commitment can be tricky as it is so easy to hide behind our 

business as we take care of others and avoid taking care of 

ourselves. However, if we ignore commitment to ourselves, if 

we tip the scale too far in one direction and fail to acknowledge 

our lack of self-care, we won’t just negatively impact ourselves 

but also those whom we hold close and to whom we are 

dedicated. Imbalance within ourselves can create an imbalance 

for others.   

         Seagull Point ~ Lake Huron 

               Rogers City, Michigan 



 

When teaching Yoga and YOD at Rise Up Yoga, my family’s yoga studio, I often say, “Be the pebble. Start the 

ripple.” This commitment to self is what I am speaking of. Taking care of yourself, whether it be attending a yoga 

class or taking that walk in the woods,starts a ripple effect. When you take care of yourself, you are better for those 

around you, and in turn, they are better for those around them, and so on. I can remember skipping rocks off the 

shore of Lake Huron at Seagull Point in my hometown of Rogers City, I reveled in the ripples as the stone skimmed 

the water’s surface, leaving behind the echo of its touch. I always smiled when the ripples were close enough to 

collide. If we all practice self-care, we will become better for ourselves, those we hold close to our hearts and for 

each other: a collision of ripples and positive energy.  

 

Self-care is a practice and I encourage you to begin with making one commitment to yourself; one dedication, not 

obligation, to fulfill each day or even  a few times per week. Over time you will begin to feel the shift towards a 

more balanced you. When we are our best version of ourselves, we are better for those around us.  

 

Be the pebble. Start the ripple. 
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